Centrosome movements in vivo correlate with specific neurite formation downstream of LIM homeodomain transcription factor activity
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SUMMARY

Neurons must develop complex structure to form proper connections in the nervous system. The initiation of axons in defined locations on the cell body and their extension to synaptic targets are critical steps in neuronal morphogenesis, yet the mechanisms controlling axon formation in vivo are poorly understood. The centrosome has been implicated in multiple aspects of neuronal morphogenesis; however, its function in axon development is under debate. Conflicting results from studies of centrosome function in axonogenesis suggest that its role is context dependent and underscore the importance of studying centrosome function as neurons develop in their natural environment. Using live imaging of zebrafish Rohon-Beard (RB) sensory neurons in vivo, we discovered a spatiotemporal relationship between centrosome position and the formation of RB peripheral, but not central, axons. We tested centrosome function by laser ablation and found that centrosome disruption inhibited peripheral axon outgrowth. In addition, we show that centrosome position and motility are regulated by LIM homeodomain transcription factor activity, which is specifically required for the development of RB peripheral axons. Furthermore, we show a correlation between centrosome mislocalization and ectopic axon formation in bashful (laminin alpha 1) mutants. Thus, both intrinsic transcription factor activity and extracellular cues can influence centrosome position and axon formation in vivo. This study presents the first positive association between the centrosome and axon formation in vivo and suggests that the centrosome is important for differential neurite formation in neurons with complex axonal morphologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Neurons must develop highly polarized and specific morphologies for proper nervous system function. Axon formation is a key step of neuronal morphogenesis and the site of axon initiation is important for establishing correct neuronal polarity in vivo (Barnes and Polleux, 2009; Polleux and Snider, 2010). This process is regulated by mechanisms that establish asymmetry within the neuron and lead to localized remodeling of the F-actin and microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton within the nascent axon (Stiess and Bradke, 2011). When isolated and cultured at an early stage, many neurons are capable of undergoing polarization (Barnes and Polleux, 2009; Randlett et al., 2011a), demonstrating that cell type-specific intrinsic programs can direct axon formation in vitro. However, the extent to which autonomous mechanisms contribute to neuronal polarization in vivo is unclear. In the embryo, external cues and the polarity of surrounding tissue undoubtedly influence neuronal polarity and axon position (Adler et al., 2006; Lerman et al., 2007; Polleux et al., 1998; Randlett et al., 2011b; Zolessi et al., 2006). To fully understand the mechanisms controlling neuronal morphogenesis, it is important to study the respective contributions of both intrinsic and extracellular signals as axons form within the context of the natural in vivo environment.

The centrosome functions as the main MT-organizing center for cells and has key roles in many biological processes (Vaughan and Dawe, 2011), including neurogenesis and neuronal migration (Higginbotham and Gleeson, 2007). However, conflicting evidence has come from studies of centrosome function in axon development. The centrosome and associated Golgi apparatus predict the site of axon formation in cultured mammalian cerebellar granule and hippocampal neurons (de Anda et al., 2005; Zmuda and Rivas, 1998) and in cortical slices (de Anda et al., 2010). Furthermore, disruption of centrosome function inhibits axon formation in cortical slices (de Anda et al., 2010) and in cultured Drosophila neurons (de Anda et al., 2005). However Sax-4 mutant flies, which lack the ability to replicate centrosomes, have grossly normal brain development and properly oriented axons in the developing eye disc (Basto et al., 2006), suggesting that the centrosome is dispensable for fly neuronal morphogenesis in vivo. In addition, in vivo imaging of the centrosome in developing zebrafish retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and rhombic lip neurons, which initially have simple bipolar morphology, showed that the axon could form independently of centrosome proximity in these neuronal types (Zolessi et al., 2006; Distel et al., 2010). One explanation for the apparent contradiction between these studies is that the role of the centrosome is context dependent. For example, differences in the organization of the MT arrays of vertebrate and fly neurons (Baas and Lin, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2011; Rolls, 2011) could determine whether centrosomes are needed for polarization in one system and not the other. It is also plausible that the centrosome is more important for defining polarity of neurons with complex initial neurite patterns, such as cortical and hippocampal neurons, than for those with a simpler initial structure, such as RGCs and hindbrain neurons. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of
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centrosome positioning could prevent detection of a transient role in axon development. Indeed, transient centrosome localization to the axon formation site precedes axon specification in cortical neurons within slices (de Anda et al., 2010). Moreover, the organization of MT arrays shifts from primarily centrosome derived to centrosome independent during the development of hippocampal neurons in culture, and removal of the centrosome after axon specification, during axon extension or regeneration, does not affect these later processes (Stiess et al., 2010). On the whole, these studies suggest that the centrosome has divergent roles in axon formation and highlight the need to study diverse cell types using high-resolution spatiotemporal imaging to understand its function during neuronal morphogenesis in vivo.

Zebrafish Rohon-Beard (RB) neurons provide an excellent model with which to study centrosome dynamics during the development of complex neuronal morphology in vivo. RB neurons extend two types of axons: central axons that ascend and descend in the spinal cord, and a single peripheral axon that extends orthogonally to the central axons, exits the spinal cord and innervates the skin (Clarke et al., 1984; Kuwada et al., 1990). RB axon morphology is controlled in part by the intrinsic activity of LIM homeodomain (HD)-containing transcription factors (Becker et al., 2002; Segawa et al., 2001). Expression of a dominant-negative co-factor of LIM (DN-CLIM) specifically inhibits RB peripheral axon formation without affecting central axon trajectories (Becker et al., 2002). The mechanisms by which LIM-HD activity differentially regulates central versus peripheral RB axons are poorly understood. We previously characterized the effects of DN-CLIM on RB axon behaviors and F-actin dynamics and discovered that peripheral axon initiation, extension and branching were impaired (Andersen et al., 2011). This effect on multiple cell motility processes suggests that DN-CLIM affects cytoskeletal dynamics. However, F-actin accumulations and filopodial protrusions still form in these embryos, which led us to hypothesize that LIM-HDs might act through the regulation of MT dynamics and/or MT invasion into the peripheral axon.

Here, we used live imaging to determine the dynamics of centrosome positioning during morphogenesis of RB neurons in vivo. We found that centrosome proximity coincides with peripheral, but not central, axon formation. The centrosome consistently localizes to the base of the nascent peripheral neurite during its transition into an established axon. Laser disruption of the centrosome inhibits peripheral axon growth. Furthermore, we found that centrosomes are mispositioned and have reduced motility in DN-CLIM-expressing embryos, suggesting a mechanism by which LIM-HD activity may affect peripheral axon development. Centrosomes are also mislocalized in bashful (bal; laminin alpha 1) mutant embryos and this phenotype is associated with ectopic peripheral axons. Together, our results support a role for the centrosome in peripheral, but not central, RB axon development, and suggest that the centrosome functions in differential neurite development in neurons with complex axonal morphologies.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Adult zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) were maintained in a laboratory breeding colony. Wild-type AB strain, *Tg (~3.1ng1:TagRFP-caax*) (Andersen et al., 2011) and *bat^{–/–}* (Paulus and Halloran, 2006; Semina et al., 2006) embryos were used. Embryos were raised at 23-28.5°C and staged as described (Kimmel et al., 1995). Animals were handled according to guidelines established by the NIH and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

**DNA constructs**

DNA expression constructs were generated with the Multisite Gateway Cloning System (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using the 5′ entry vector pSE-ngen (~koz) (Andersen et al., 2011) containing an RB neuron driver (Blader et al., 2003) and zebrashif-compatible Tol2 transposon vectors (Kawakami, 2004; Kwan et al., 2007; Villefranc et al., 2007). For centrosome labeling by DNA injection, a middle entry vector containing zebrashif *centrin 2* with N-terminal GFP (pME-gfp-Zcentrin2; gift from M. Granato, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA) was used to generate pEXP-3.1ng1:gfp-Zcentrin2 (GFP-Zcentrin).

**RNA synthesis**

5′-capped mRNA was synthesized using the mMessage mMachne Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). *Xenopus* GFP-Centrin and DN-CLIM RNAs were generated from plasmids pCS2+eGFP-Xcentrin (gift from K. Kwan, University of Utah, Salt Lake, UT, USA) and pCS2+dh-clim (gift from I. Bach (Becker et al., 2002)), respectively.

**RB and centrosome labeling**

For individual RB cell labeling, we injected 10-25 pg pEXP-3.1ng1:tagrfp-caax (TagRFP-CAAX) DNA (Andersen et al., 2010) at the 1- to 2-cell stage, which resulted in transient mosaic expression in a few RB neurons per embryo. Embryos with labeled RB neurons were sorted between 15 and 24 hours postfertilization (hpf) using a Nikon AZ100 fluorescence dissecting microscope.

For centrosome labeling, embryos were injected at the 1- to 2-cell stage with either 10-45 pg eGFP-Xcentrin mRNA, which is expressed ubiquitously, or 10-25 pg GFP-Zcentrin DNA, which mosaically labels RB neurons.

**Centrosome ablations**

*Tag (~3.1ng1:TagRFP-caax*) embryos were injected with GFP-Xcentrin mRNA at the 1-cell stage and immobilized in agarose at ~15.5 hpf. A nitrogen dye pulsed laser (Photronics Instruments; 440 nm) attached to a BioRad confocal microscope was focused on the centrosome with a 63× (1.4 NA) objective and pulsed at 5 Hz for 2-4 seconds. Embryos were allowed to develop for 3-5 hours before imaging. Confocal z-stacks (0.5 μm slices) of living embryos were captured with an Olympus FV1000. Embryos were then fixed 1-3 hours after imaging (~21-22 hpf) and immunolabeled with antibodies against γ-tubulin (1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich) and TagRFP (1:1000; Evrogen). Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated anti-mouse IgG and Alexa Fluor 568-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies were used.

**DN-CLIM expression**

Approximately 150 pg DN-CLIM mRNA was co-injected with TagRFP-CAAX DNA and GFP-Xcentrin mRNA into wild-type embryos at the 1-cell stage. Embryos were sorted at ~16 hpf, and those with DN-CLIM-associated eye and midbrain-hindbrain boundary phenotypes (Becker et al., 2002) were selected for further analysis.

**bal analysis**

Embryos from a bal^{–/–} incross were co-injected with TagRFP-CAAX DNA and GFP-Xcentrin mRNA at the 1- to 2-cell stage. bal^{–/–} embryos were sorted at ~24 hpf for gross morphological phenotypes. Siblings (bal^{–/–} or bal^{+/–}) were used as controls.

**Live embryo imaging**

To analyze centrosome positioning during different stages of RB development and for time-lapse imaging, embryos with individually labeled RB neurons were raised to the appropriate age (15-24 hpf), anesthetized with 0.02% 3-amino benzoic acid ethylester (tricaine), and mounted in 1% low-melting-point agarose in 10 mM HEPES-buffered E3 embryo medium. Images were captured using an Olympus FV1000, IX81 confocal microscope with a 60× oil-immersion objective (NA 1.35). RB neurons in the central region of the trunk (somites 3-14) were selected for live imaging. Optical sections (0.5-1 μm) encompassing a total of ~25-30 μm were taken to visualize the RB peripheral and central axon pathways. For time-lapse imaging, embryos ranged from 15-19 hpf at the beginning
of the experiment and were imaged for 2-8.5 hours at 28°C, with z-stacks captured at 1- to 2-minute intervals.

**Image processing**
Images were processed using Volocity software (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA), and figures assembled with Photoshop and Illustrator (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA). For time-lapse images, a single xy focal plane containing the centrosome (green) was superimposed onto a z-projection of the labeled RB neuron (red or black/white) at each time point. Thus, for embryos with centrosomes labeled by ubiquitous eGFP-Xcentrin expression, the centrosomes of other cells in the same focal plane can be seen. Certain images were cropped to remove centrosomes and axons of other cells that obscured visualization of RB morphology in Volocity and/or Photoshop. For all images, contrast, brightness, levels and noise reduction adjustments were made. Movies were made with Volocity and ImageJ (NIH) and played at 10 frames per second.

**Data analysis**
Images were analyzed using Volocity and ImageJ. Statistical and graphical analyses were performed using Excel (Microsoft) or Prism (GraphPad). Values are reported as mean ± 1 or 2 s.e.m.

Centrosome position with respect to the peripheral axon initiation site (PAS) was measured as the angle between lines drawn from the cell body centroid to the centrosome and from the centroid to the PAS. Distances were measured in xyz dimensions. For peripheral axons that formed as branches off a central axon, the central axon initiation site was used as the PAS. A 45° cut-off was defined as localization of the centrosome near the PAS.

Centrosome position along the apical-basal axis was calculated as the distance of the centrosome to the basal edge of the cell body divided by total apical-basal cell body length, and reported as percentage. For wild-type and DN-CLIM embryos, live embryos were analyzed. For bal embryos, fixed and live embryos were analyzed.

Plots of centrosome localization were generated in Microsoft Excel by measuring the distance between the centrosome and PAS and the distance between the cell body centroid and the furthest peripheral protrusion in the xy dimensions of a z-projection. The furthest peripheral protrusion was defined as the tip of the longest filopodium, neurite, or axon extended orthogonal to the anterior-posterior axis. Measurements were taken at 10-minute intervals over a minimum of 60 minutes per movie. A 5-μm cut-off was defined as localization of the centrosome near the PAS, as it is less than half the RB cell body diameter (mean diameter, 13.7±0.5 μm; mean radius, 6.9 μm; minimum radius, 5.5 μm; n=9). The onset of the initiation and extension phases were defined as the time when the peripheral neurite first becomes distinguishable and exits the spinal cord, respectively.

Centrosome movement was measured in xy dimensions from z-projection images. To compensate for drift during imaging, the cell body centroid was used as a positional landmark. We used the Manual Tracking plug-in in ImageJ to measure the positions of the centrosome and cell body centroid. Measurements were taken at 10-minute intervals over a 120-minute time window. Tracks were generated in Microsoft Excel by plotting the corrected centrosome position, calculated by subtracting the xy position of the centroid from the xy position of the centrosome, for each time point. The total distance of centrosome migration was calculated by summing the distance between the cell body centroid and centrosome.

Peripheral axon lengths after centrosome ablation were measured in xyz dimensions. Axons in centrosome-ablated cells or control-lased cells were compared using a paired t-test with axons of neighboring unlased cells within one somite distance.

**RESULTS**

**Centrosome position correlates with peripheral, but not central, RB axon formation**
To examine centrosome positioning within developing RB neurons, we used in vivo neuron and centrosome labeling techniques. To visualize axon morphology, we labeled individual RB neurons by injecting DNA encoding membrane-targeted TagRFP (TagRFP-CAAX) driven by a cis-regulatory element from the *neurogenin 1* gene (−3.1 Ingn1) (Blader et al., 2003). Centrosomes were labeled either by injection of mRNA encoding *Xenopus* Centrin fused to GFP (GFP-Xcentrin), which labels all centrosomes, or DNA encoding zebrafish Centrin 2 fused to GFP and driven by −3.1 Ingn1 (GFP-Zcentrin), which labels centrosomes in RB neurons. GFP-Xcentrin was previously validated for centrosome labeling in zebrafish (Sepich et al., 2011). GFP-Zcentrin also labels centrosomes in zebrafish (Baye et al., 2011; Distel et al., 2010; Randlett et al., 2011b; Zollesi et al., 2006) and, at higher expression levels, allows simultaneous visualization of the cytoplasm. These methods allowed high-resolution spatiotemporal imaging of centrosomes and developing axons in vivo.

We first examined centrosome localization in fixed preparations at a stage when RB neurons have established axonal projections (24 hpf). Both central and peripheral RB axons emerge from the basal region of the cell (Andersen et al., 2011). At 24 hpf, the majority of neurons had centrosomes localized within the basal half and toward the lateral side of the cell body (Fig. 1A,B). The peripheral axon typically forms within a specific RB cell compartment, arising either from the basal-lateral cell body or as a branch off one of the central axons near the cell body (Andersen et al., 2011). To determine the relationship between centrosome position along the anterior-posterior (A-P) cell axis and the peripheral axon, we measured the angle between two lines drawn from the cell body centroid to the centrosome or to the peripheral axon initiation site (PAS) (Fig. 1C). We found that the centrosome was localized near the PAS in 80% (n=20) of RB neurons (Fig. 1D). Thus, in mature RB neurons the centrosome is located basally, where axons initiate, and its position along the A-P axis correlates with the location of the PAS. These results suggest that the centrosome might function in RB axon development and could have a role in positioning the site of peripheral axon formation.

We next analyzed how centrosome position changes during RB morphogenesis and axonogenesis. During neurulation and prior to neuronal differentiation, the centrosome is apically localized in neuroepithelial cells (Hong et al., 2010), but little is known about how or whether its position changes during neuronal differentiation. We previously defined four stages of RB development: central axon initiation, which we refer to here as phase 0, and subsequent phases I-III (Andersen et al., 2011). Here we imaged living embryos during these stages (15-24 hpf) and analyzed centrosome positioning along the apical-basal axis (Fig. 2A). During phase 0, when central axons initiate outgrowth, the centrosome is localized apically within the RB cell body (Fig. 2B,C). In subsequent phases, its position becomes progressively more basal (Fig. 2B). During phase I, when central axons begin to extend, the centrosome is positioned slightly basal to the cell center. In phase II, when the peripheral axon initiates, and phase III, when the peripheral axon exits the spinal cord and arborizes in the epidermis, the centrosome occupies a basal position within the cell body (Fig. 2B,D). These results show that basal localization of the centrosome occurs after central axon initiation, but before and during peripheral axon formation, suggesting a potential role for the centrosome in this later process of RB morphogenesis.

To further characterize centrosome dynamics and to examine whether the centrosome influences the A-P position of peripheral axon initiation, we imaged living embryos at 1- to 2-minute intervals during phases II and III. To compare centrosome positioning with peripheral outgrowth dynamics, we measured the distance between the centrosome and the PAS, along with the distance between the cell body centroid and the tip of the longest
filopodium, neurite or axon (length of furthest peripheral protrusion) throughout peripheral axon development (Fig. 3A). If the centrosome produces MTs to an equal degree in all radial directions, it need only be positioned slightly off the cell center to deliver significantly more MTs to one edge of the cell versus another (Fig. 3B). Thus, we considered the centrosome to be biased near the site of peripheral axon formation when it was within 5 μm of the PAS, which is less than half the RB cell diameter (see Materials and methods). We defined two stages of peripheral axon growth: initiation, which occurs prior to spinal cord exit, and extension, which begins as axons exit the spinal cord. Peripheral axon formation is preceded by the formation of numerous filopodia along the central axons and cell body (Andersen et al., 2011). During initiation, this protrusive activity becomes concentrated in a particular location as a growth cone-tipped neurite emerges (Fig. 3C; supplementary material Movie 1). Upon exiting the spinal cord and entering the extension stage, the peripheral axon becomes established and extends more rapidly (Andersen et al., 2011).
We generated spatiotemporal profiles of centrosome localization relative to peripheral axon outgrowth for each neuron imaged (n=9; Fig. 3C’-E’;F-K). In eight of our movies, we captured the peripheral axon initiation stage (Fig. 3C-J). In five of these, the centrosome localized to the future PAS, either throughout initiation (Fig. 3C’,D’,F; supplementary material Movie 1) or transiently (Fig. 3E’,G; supplementary material Movie 2). In the other three neurons, the centrosome did not localize to the PAS during initiation (Fig. 3H-J), but did undergo directed migration towards the PAS during, or shortly after, the transition between initiation and extension. In all neurons imaged, the centrosome was consistently localized to the PAS during the extension stage (Fig. 3K).
These results suggest that the centrosome might be recruited to the PAS during initiation, where it could support or drive the transition of an initiating neurite into a peripheral axon.

This idea is further supported by cases in which we imaged more than one initiating peripheral axon. We previously showed that, in some RB neurons, neurites will initiate outgrowth from multiple locations along the A-P axis; however, only one of these is converted into the successful peripheral axon (Andersen et al., 2011). Here, we observed multiple initiating peripheral neurites in two RB neurons (Fig. 3D,E; supplementary material Movie 2). In both instances, the initiating neurite nearest the centrosome became the successful axon. These results suggest that the centrosome might support the preferential outgrowth of a particular neurite, thereby limiting the RB neuron to a single peripheral axon.

Centrosome disruption causes defects in peripheral axons

To test the necessity of the centrosome for peripheral axon formation, we disrupted it by ablation with a pulsed laser. This approach has been used to successfully ablate centrosomes in other organisms (Nguyen et al., 2011; von Dassow et al., 2009). Transgenic embryos with all RBs labeled red [Tg(–3.1ngn1:TagRFP-caax)] were injected with GFP-Xcentrin mRNA at the 1-cell stage. At 16-17 hpf (during phase I, before peripheral axon formation), centrosomes in individual neurons were ablated by focusing the laser and pulsing at 5 Hz for 2-4 seconds. This treatment was sufficient to eliminate the GFP-Xcentrin signal without causing damage to the neurons (Fig. 4A). Embryos were raised another 3-5 hours after ablations, then live imaged during stages when peripheral axons are normally extending (19-21 hpf). At the end of the experiment (~22 hpf), embryos were fixed and immunolabeled with antibodies against γ-tubulin (to visualize the centrosome) and TagRFP (to visualize axons).

Control cells were lased in a non-centrosomal region. These cells displayed normal morphology and peripheral axon extension (Fig. 4B,E; n=12). Ablated cells (n=10) either had no centrosome (e.g. Fig. 4C) or centrosome fragments (e.g. Fig. 4D), as visualized by GFP-Xcentrin and anti-γ-tubulin (data not shown) 3-6 hours after ablation. In eight out of ten ablated neurons, peripheral axon growth was markedly inhibited (Fig. 4C-E). These neurons had either no peripheral axon or short axons that were significantly delayed compared with neighboring cells (Fig. 4E). Three of these cells also displayed ectopic protrusions from the cell body (e.g. arrow in Fig. 4D). The remaining two neurons extended peripheral axons to the skin, but also showed ectopic apical protrusions from the cell body. In all neurons, the central axons had extended out of the field of view by the time of imaging. These results suggest that an intact centrosome is required for proper growth and positioning of the peripheral axon.
The centrosome may mediate peripheral axon formation downstream of LIM-HD activity

Increasing evidence shows that transcription factors have important roles in defining axon trajectories and neuronal polarity (de la Torre-Ubieta and Bonni, 2011; Polleux et al., 2007), yet the mechanisms by which they regulate axon guidance or specific neuronal compartments are not well understood. We previously found that DN-CLIM expression impaired peripheral axon initiation but did not prevent F-actin accumulations or the F-actin-based filopodia that precede peripheral axons (Andersen et al., 2011). We hypothesized that LIM-HD transcription factor activity regulates another aspect of axon formation, such as the invasion of filopodia by MTs, which is required for neuritogenesis in culture (Dehmelt et al., 2003; Dent et al., 2007). We also observed ectopic F-actin accumulation and neurite formation in apical locations of the RB cell body in DN-CLIM-expressing embryos (Andersen et al., 2011), suggesting that LIM-HD activity is required for the proper basal positioning of peripheral axons.

To investigate a potential relationship between LIM-HD activity and the centrosome, we measured the apical-basal positional state of the centrosome in developing DN-CLIM-expressing embryos (Fig. 5E). Similar to wild type, the centrosome is localized apically during central axon initiation (phase 0). However, the centrosome fails to migrate as far basally during phases I, II and III. We next used live imaging to characterize centrosome dynamics and RB axon behavior in DN-CLIM-expressing embryos. In seven of eight RBs imaged, the centrosome was mislocalized, either apically (Fig. 5A; data not shown) or medially (Fig. 5B) during the imaging period. Moreover, we found that centrosome motility was significantly reduced by DN-CLIM (Fig. 5A'-D). We quantified centrosome migration by measuring centrosome position relative to the cell body centroid at regular time intervals over a 2-hour time window when peripheral axons normally form (Fig. 5D). These defects in centrosome position and motility correlated with peripheral axon defects. In the majority of neurons (five of eight), no peripheral axon initiated outgrowth (data not shown). In the other three neurons, neurites initiated from the cell body but failed to extend out of the spinal cord. Two of these neurons displayed abnormal apical protrusions concomitant with an apically localized centrosome (Fig. 5A; supplementary material Movie 3; data not shown). The other, which initiated a neurite from a typical basal location of the cell body, had a basalmost but medially localized centrosome (Fig. 5B, inset). Together, these data suggest that the centrosome might play a role in peripheral axon formation downstream of LIM-HD activity.

bal mutant embryos have mispositioned centrosomes and misguided axons

Extracellular cues cooperate with intrinsic factors to orchestrate neuronal morphogenesis (Barnes and Polleux, 2009; Polleux and Snider, 2010; Randlett et al., 2011a). Laminin is an extracellular matrix molecule that can influence the position of the centrosome in cultured cerebellar granule cells (Gupta et al., 2010) or in zebrafish branchiomotor neurons or RGCs (Grant and Moens, 2010; Randlett et al., 2011b). Moreover, laminin has well-known effects on axon growth (e.g. Barros et al., 2011; Paulus and Halloran, 2006; Powell and Kleinman, 1997) and can direct the position of axon emergence in zebrafish RGCs (Randlett et al., 2011b). To determine whether Laminin-α1 influences centrosome localization or axon morphology in RB neurons in vivo, we...
Fig. 6. RB neurons have mislocalized centrosomes and aberrant morphology in bal mutant embryos. (A,B) Individual RB neurons labeled by transient expression of TagRFP-CAAX in GFP-Xcentrin mRNA-expressing bal mutant zebrafish embryos. Dorsal-lateral views, anterior left. Images are z-projections and insets are optical cross-sections through the centrosome region (indicated with yellow hatch marks). (A) Mature RB neuron in a bal embryo with normal central axons (white arrowheads) and an ectopic apical axon (PAS indicated by asterisk) that crossed the midline (dotted line) and grew to the contralateral trunk. The centrosome (yellow circle) is localized near the apical cell body edge. (B) Mature RB neuron in a bal embryo with supernumerary neurites. Neuron extended a normal descending central axon (white arrowhead) and peripheral axon (yellow arrowhead) from the PAS (asterisk), but has truncated ascending central neurites (white open arrowheads) and ectopic apical neurites (blue open arrowheads). The centrosome (yellow circle) is localized halfway between the apical and basal cell surfaces. (C) Scatter plot of centrosome position. Mean ± s.e.m. for WT: 29.6±1.8 (n=21); abnormal bal, 49.5±5.4 (n=11); normal bal, 41.1±4.5. ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison shows that abnormal bal is significantly different from WT (**P<0.05) and that normal bal is not significantly different (NS) from WT.

examine bal mutant embryos at 24 hpf. We found that about half of labeled RB neurons (11/24) exhibited abnormal morphology, with ectopic apical and/or supernumerary axons (e.g. Fig. 6A,B). In an extreme example, an apical axon crossed the midline and innervated the contralateral trunk (Fig. 6A). We measured centrosome position and found a significant shift to an apical location in bal neurons with ectopic axons as compared with wild-type siblings (Fig. 6C). Of the bal neurons with abnormal axon morphology, most (10/11) had the centrosome displaced outside the basal third of the cell. These results suggest that laminin influences both centrosome position and RB polarity, and provide another correlation between the apical-basal position of peripheral axon formation and centrosome location.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we imaged centrosome dynamics as individual neurons develop complex morphology in their natural in vivo environment. We used several approaches to manipulate centrosome position and found that centrosome proximity correlates with specific neurite formation. Our results provide new insight into centrosome function during axon development and into the role of LIM-HD transcription factors in controlling neuronal morphology.

The centrosome has been linked to several aspects of neuronal morphogenesis (Higginbotham and Gleeson, 2007), yet its function in axon development remains controversial. The centrosome is dispensable for extension of hippocampal axons in culture (Stiess et al., 2010) and for axon elaboration in the fly retina (Basto et al., 2006). Moreover, in vivo imaging of zebrafish neurons that initially extend a single axon and dendrite from opposite sides of the cell body show no correlation between the centrosome and axon position (Zolesii et al., 2006; Distel et al., 2010). Central RB axon formation might represent an analogous stage. These axons are the first to emerge from the RB cell body, when the neuron shows simple bipolar morphology, and, as we discovered here, can form without centrosome proximity. These observations suggest that the centrosome does not define axon position during initial bipolar morphology.

Instead, several lines of evidence from our study and others suggest that the centrosome might be important for specifying neurite identity during development of complex morphology. In RB neurons, centrosome position is variable as peripheral neurites initiate, but is consistently localized to the PAS as the peripheral axon exits the spinal cord and begins to grow rapidly. This behavior suggests that the centrosome is recruited to the initiating peripheral neurite, where it might be important for its transition into an axon. Our laser disruption experiments support this idea and suggest that the centrosome is required for this process. Moreover, in cases in which several peripheral neurites initiated, the position of the centrosome appeared to predict which neurite became the established axon. This suggests that the centrosome might also determine the A-P position of the peripheral axon and provides a potential mechanism to ensure that only one peripheral axon forms. Our data are consistent with a model in which neurites can initiate from varying positions, but transition into a successful peripheral axon requires centrosome proximity. A similar mechanism is proposed to function in cortical and hippocampal neurons, which undergo a transitory multipolar stage during development, extending several undifferentiated neurites, one of which later becomes specified as the axon (Barnes and Polleux, 2009). In these neurons, the centrosome transiently localizes to the future axon site at the multipolar stage (Zmuda and Rivas, 1998; de Anda et al., 2005; de Anda et al., 2010) and polarization is accompanied by cytoskeletal remodeling and the segregation of numerous proteins, lipsid and organelles (Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007; Namba et al., 2011; Stiess and Bradke, 2011; Tahirovic and Bradke, 2009). Similar events are likely to be required for RB morphogenesis, which involves the formation of distinct central and peripheral axon compartments. The centrosome, through its inherent MT-organizing activity and complex protein composition (Bornsens, 2002; Duxsey, 2001), as well as its associations with other cellular organelles (Badano et al., 2005), could mediate multiple processes to influence axon formation or neurite identity in multipolar cells. The Golgi apparatus, which is crucial for directional protein transport (Süttnerlin and Colanzi, 2010) and is a significant source of MTs in polarized migrating cells (Efimov et al., 2007), has been shown to colocalize with the centrosome (de Anda et al., 2010; de Anda et al., 2005; Hong et al., 2010; Pouthas et al., 2008; Zmuda and Rivas, 1998). Perhaps centrosome positioning at the base of a nascent axon is important not only for creating a polarized MT...
network, but also for regulating selective transport and trafficking of molecules that define axon identity. In this way, the centrosome could impart unique character to the RB peripheral axon and to axons versus dendrites in other neuronal cell types.

Our results also show that centrosome positioning is controlled in part by intrinsic LIM-HD transcription factor activity. Our previous finding that DN-CLIM does not affect F-actin protrusions (Andersen et al., 2011) led us to hypothesize that LIM-HD transcription factor activity might regulate MT invasion into filopodia, which is a key step in axon formation and branching (Dehmelt et al., 2003; Dent and Kalil, 2001; Dent et al., 2007). Here, we found that DN-CLIM causes apical mispositioning of the centrosome and reduces its motility. Interestingly, the centrosome not only regulates MT assembly and organization, but its position and motility are also controlled by MT dynamics (de Anda et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2010). LIM-HD activity could potentially regulate any of these processes. Moreover, because DN-CLIM specifically affects peripheral RB axons, these results provide another correlation between centrosome and peripheral axon defects, and further support a role for the centrosome in specifying neurite identity. In addition, our DN-CLIM results argue against a model in which the centrosome is passively pulled by growing axons, as central axes extend normally in DN-CLIM-expressing embryos and yet their growth is not sufficient to pull the centrosome to the normal basal position.

In addition to intrinsic signals, extracellular cues also influence neuronal polarization in vitro (Esch et al., 1999; Gupta et al., 2010; Mai et al., 2009; Ménager et al., 2004; Shelly et al., 2007) and are required for positioning the site of axon formation in vivo (Adler et al., 2006; Zolesi et al., 2006). Extracellular laminin can direct centrosome position and axon position in vitro and in vivo (Gupta et al., 2010; Randlett et al., 2011b). Here, we discovered that in bal (laminin alpha 1) mutant embryos, RB neurons have apically mislocalized centrosomes and ectopic apical axons. This result suggests that Laminin-α1 might define the basal-lateral position of the peripheral axon, and provides an additional correlation between the centrosome and the peripheral axon. Centrosome mispositioning in bal mutants could either cause, or be the result of, ectopic peripheral axon formation. Our finding that neurite initiation can sometimes precede centrosome translocation in wild-type embryos suggests that the first signal for peripheral axon formation might be extracellular. Whether Laminin-α1 is permissive or instructive to RB axons, centrosome recruitment may provide a link between extracellular growth-promoting signals and the intracellular growth machinery.

In summary, our data show that intrinsic transcription factor activity and external laminin coordinate to influence centrosome positioning and the specific site of peripheral RB axon formation. We propose a model whereby, during peripheral axon formation, multiple neurites may be induced to initiate outgrowth by cues in the extracellular environment, but only those with proximity to the centrosome can transition into an extending axon. We suggest that centrosome positioning, through its inherent ability to polarize the MT cytoskeleton (Doxsey, 2001; Bornens, 2002) and capacity to create cellular symmetry through its interactions with protein complexes and organelles (Badano et al., 2005), has a central role in differential neurite formation in neurons with complex morphologies.
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